CURRICULUM VITAE

PERSONAL DATA
Name: MARK RHINARD
Address: Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm University
Box 27035/Drottning kristinas väg 37
102 51 Stockholm, Sweden
mark.rhinard@ui.se

EDUCATION
Ph.D.: University of Cambridge, UK, 2003 (Politics and International Studies)
Dissertation title: ‘Ideas, Interests, and Policy Change in the European Union’
Advisors: Sonia Mazey (Cambridge), Jeremy Richardson (Oxford)
M.Phil.: University of Cambridge, UK, 1998 (European Politics)
B.A.: University of Oregon, USA, 1996 (Political Science) Summa Cum Laude

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2011-present Associate Professor of International Relations, Department of Economic
History, Stockholm University
2005-present Senior Research Fellow, Swedish Institute of International Affairs
2003-2005 Postdoctoral Researcher, Department of Public Administration,
University of Leiden, Netherlands
2002-2003 Tutorial Instructor, Department of Politics and International Relations,
University of Oxford, UK

SPECIALIZATIONS
International relations theory, international institutional cooperation, European integration theory,
European Union policy and politics, international cooperation on societal security issues, crisis
management, and health security.

PUBLICATIONS

Book Monographs

Nugent, Neill and Rhinard, Mark (forthcoming 2014) The European Commission, 2nd edition,

Boin, Arjen, Ekengren, Magnus, Rhinard, Mark (2013) The European Union as Crisis
  • Winner of the Hugo Raab Prize for Best Book on Security/Defense 2013 (Sweden)


Edited Books

Rhinard, Mark and Bossong, Raphael (forthcoming 2014) Theorising Internal Security
Refereed Journal Articles


• Editors’ Choice Award for 2012


Book Chapters


**Research Reports**


Working Papers


Book Reviews


Press and Practitioner Journals


‘From “human” to “homeland” to “internal” security: there is terminological confusion across the EU and it needs clarifying’ *Security Europe* magazine, November 2007, pp. 2-3. www.seceur.info.


‘Avian Influenza: Just for the Birds?’ (with Nina Matzén and Antonio Missiroli), *European Voice* newspaper, Brussels, 6-12 April 2006, p. 22.

‘When Crisis Flies In…Will We Cope?’ (with Antonio Missiroli), *European Voice* newspaper, Brussels, 19-25 January 2006, p. 16.
‘Catastrophes of Tomorrow Demand EU Leadership Today’ (with Arjen Boin, Magnus Ekengren, and Antonio Missiroli), *European Voice* newspaper, Brussels. 20-26 October 2005, p. 9.


‘Een olievlek van ambtenaren’ and ‘Niet Barroso, niet Blair maar C. van Alphen en duizend andere ambtenaren’, *NRC Handelsblad* Newspaper, Amsterdam, 14 May 2005. Article by Kees Versteegh featuring interviews and web discussion with Mark Rhinard.

**TEACHING**

*Undergraduate Teaching*


‘New Approaches to European Security Cooperation’ Stockholm University, HT 2010, VT 2011.


‘Methods and Research Design’ Leiden University, Fall 2003, Spring 2004.

‘Government and Politics of Western Europe’ (PPE 206) Oxford University, Fall 2001, Fall 2002.


‘Introduction to the European Union’ (Exchange programme) Oxford University, Fall 2002.

*Masters Teaching*


*PhD Teaching*

‘Introduction to International Studies’ Stockholm University Graduate School of International Studies, HT 2013.

‘Theorising International Relations’ Stockholm University, VT 2013.
Courses Developed

‘Introduction to International Studies’. Original course designed Stockholm University Graduate School of International Studies, Autumn 2013.


‘International Organizations in Comparative Perspective’ (with Antoaneta Dimitrova). Original course proposed for the Global Masters in Public Administration (MPA) joint degree program, Leiden University, August 2003.

Training Received

University Pedagogy for Research Supervision, Stockholm University Pedagogy Center. October 2012 (3.5 ECTS).

University Pedagogy 2, Stockholm University Pedagogy Center. May 2012 (3.5 ECTS).

University Pedagogy 1, Stockholm University Pedagogy Center. October 2011 (3.5 ECTS).

Teaching Pedagogy Course (Level One), Oxford University Staff Development Office. October 2001.

Short Courses Taught (3 hours or more)

‘Läskurs Internationella relationer, påbyggnadskurs’, supervisor, Stockholm University, Economic History Department. Reading course for multiple students on ‘New Approaches to European Security’. Multiple semesters (February 2010; May 2010; October 2010).

‘Delkurs 3 - Internationellt samarbete, integration och oberoende’, instructor, Stockholm University, Economic History Department. 2 lectures, 3 seminars for part-time course. Multiple semesters (May 2010; October 2010).


‘The European Union and Environmental Governance’. Lectures for the Departments of Political Science/Environmental Sciences, Södertörn University College. Multiple semesters (September 2007; October 2008; October 2009; September 2010).


‘Committees and Comitology in the Policy Process of the European Union’ for the European Institute of Public Administration, Brussels Campus. 17-19 January 2005. 3 day course, 8 teaching hours.

‘The European Union and its Member States’, EU Training Program for Public Servants of Serbia-Montenegro, Belgrade. 20 February 2004. Organized by the College of Europe, Brugge. 2 day course, 8 teaching hours.

‘Analyzing and Explaining European Union Policies’, College of Europe, Brugge, Belgium. 11 November 2003. 1 day course, 6 teaching hours.

‘Recent Developments in Comitology’, College of Europe, Brugge, Belgium. 13-15 October 2003. 2 day course, 6 teaching hours.

‘British Post-War History and European Integration’, Oxford Programme for Undergraduate Studies, 24-26 November 2002. 3 day course, 6 teaching hours.


‘Introduction to European Integration’ and ‘Common Agricultural Policy’, Ecole supérieure d’agriculture de Purpan; Toulouse, France (June 2002). 3 week courses, 24 teaching hours.

**Guest Lectures (2 hours or less)**


‘Studying EU Crisis Management: Methodological Perspectives’. Lecture to the graduate student course on ‘Creating a Secure Union: Assessing EU Crisis Management Capacity’ at the Department of Public Administration, Leiden University, 18 April 2008.

‘Europe’s Approach to Managing Environmental Disasters’. Guest lecture delivered to the course on Environmental Disasters and Risk Management, Louisiana State University, USA. 8 April 2008.

‘Managing Transboundary Threats: What Role for the EU?’ Research presentation delivered to the EU Center at the Moynihan Institute of Global Affairs, Maxwell School, Syracuse University, USA. 2 April 2008.


‘Putting knowledge into practice: preparing for challenges in the Sweden-Brussels relationship’. Keynote address to graduates of the Swedish National Defence College course on

‘EU Institutions and the European Response to Bioterrorism’. Presentation to PhD seminar at the Department of the History of Science and Technology, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden. 28 September 2006.


SUPERVISION

Masters Supervisions

Multiple Masters level theses supervisions on the topic of European Security, Stockholm University, Department of Economic History, March-December 2010.

Multiple Masters level theses supervision on the topic of European Security, Swedish National Defence College and Uppsala University joint course on Political Science and Crisis Management, January 2006-January 2010. 1 hour sessions, 3 sessions/month for approximately 2 months each; 48 teaching hours.

Multiple Masters level theses supervision at Leiden University, Department of Public Administration, June 2003-August 2005. 1 hour sessions, 2 sessions/month for approximately 6 months each; 72 teaching hours.

PhD Supervisions

Elin Jakobbson, PhD in Economic History (with specialisation in international relations). Main supervisor. Department of Economic History, Stockholm University. 2013-present.
Gunilla Rieschl, PhD in Environmental Governance (with specialisation in political science), *Main supervisor.* Swedish University of Agricultural Studies, 2006-2009.

Adjunct supervisor to multiple PhD candidates at Leiden University, Utrecht University and Free University of Amsterdam, as part of EU Transposition Research Project, 2003-2005.

**CONFERENCES AND PRESENTATIONS**

Regular participation in conference and workshops associated with International Studies Association (ISA), European Union Studies Association (EUSA), European Consortium for Political Research (ECPR), American Political Science Association (APSA), and United Kingdom Association for Contemporary European Studies (UACES).

**DEPARTMENT / UNIVERSITY / COMMUNITY SERVICE**

Program Coordinator, Europe Research Program, Swedish Institute of International Affairs. 2008-present.
Faculty Advisor, Graduate Research Seminar, Leiden University. 2003-2005.
Faculty representative to numerous student events, Leiden University 2003-2005 (e.g. faculty-student meetings)
Talks/speeches to community organizations 2007-2012 (e.g. Uppsala Association of International Affairs; Stockholm Association of International Affairs)

**HONORS AND AWARDS**

Senior Advisor, European Policy Centre, Brussels (2005-present)
Center Associate, University Center for International Studies, University of Pittsburgh (2003-present)
European Union Scholar, Moynihan Institute of Global Affairs, Syracuse University (2007)
Visiting Fellow, Centre for European Politics, Economics, and Society, Oxford University (2000-2001)
Political Economy Society Postgraduate Award, Cambridge University (2001)
European Trust Travel Grant, Cambridge University (2000)
Rotary Overseas Postgraduate Fellowship, Rotary Foundation, USA (1998)
Rhodes Scholar State Finalist, USA (1996)
Phi Beta Kappa (1996)

**OTHER**

Frequent referee for journals such as *Journal of European Public Policy, Journal of Common Market Studies, West European Politics, Governance, Perspectives on European Politics and Society, European Union Politics, Public Administration Review, Public Administration, Journal of European Integration, and European Security.*

Occasional referee for grant providing bodies such as the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) and Norwegian Research Council (VR).
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Utrecht University
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David Frohnmayer, Former President
University of Oregon
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Antonio Missiroli, Director
European Union Institute for Security Studies
100, avenue de Suffren
F-75015 Paris, France
antonio.missiroli@iss.europa.eu